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Abstract: ,We ehhance the insertion,efficiency from a silicon slab into a planar photonic crystal
with a mode-matching interface consisting of a multi-layered diffraction grating (9% to 84%).
CompuGtions are @rfonned with 3D fihite difference time domain.
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Anomalous dispekion pmperties of photonic cl);stals [1,2] such as ultra-refraction and negative refraction [36]
have been intensely studied in'the past years and have resulted in applications such as the superprism effect [7-9]
and self-collimation [lo]. In particular, the superprism effect has been singled out as a good crindidate to develop a
ne'w generation of planar lightwave circuits for frequency domain demultiplexion. One of the clucial difficulties in
using the superprism effect for practical planar demultiplexers is the coupling of light into the photonidcrystal with
acceptable insirtion losses. AItliough this is a crucial difficulty, it has received very limited attintion in the previous
literature [Ill.
Equi-frequency contours of p h o t o k crystals have features such as approximately flat sides and cusps. The group
velocity of Bloch modes is normal to the equi-frkquency contour, so that in the vicinity of the cusp, the angular
deflection in propagation direction corresponding to a small change in k-vector is much higher than in an
unpattemed slat;.
At the cusps of eqni-frequency contours, Bloch modes have a spatial Fourier stlucture dominated by h+o higher
order Fourier components (figure 1) so that an incoming slab mode has very low insertion efficieny in the absence
of mode matching. Multiple rows of holes, each Tow acting as a diffraction grating, compose a multi-layered grating
(MLG) and generate the high& order Fourier components from the slab mode. The pitch of the gralings is $ 0 ,
where a is the lattice constant of the p h a r photonic clyshl (PPC). The distance d between rows is chosen so that
contributions of successive gratings to the higher diffraction orders interfere constructively and so that reflections
from successive gratings interfere destructively.
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Fig. 8. (a) Qui-frequency contour of the 2" Band of a square lattice PPC (squarish black contour). 'lie PPC is defined in a
205 nm thick Silicon slab clad with SiOl and has a lanice p-eter
of 0.5 p and a hole radius of 0.15 p.?he bsck
square ripresents the I* Brillouin zone (BZ). ?he eircle,centered on r represents the ?qui-frequency contour of the
unpattemed slab and the other circles represent the higher order Fourier components generated by the array of holes. (b)
Fourier decomposition of R Bloch mode of the 2" Band. The Blwh mode is on rM and corresppnds to the free space
wavelength 1.55 p.The axes give the offset of the componmt from the 1 * BZ in integer multiples of the inverse lattice
~ecton.The two dominant Fouriei harmonies (A) correspond lo harmonics (1.0) and (1,O) in (a).

We compute the inseltion efficiency with f ~ t edifference time domain (FDTD) simulations (figure 2). Field
probes store the field at regular intervals along the propagation direction. After applying a Fourier transform to the
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time-series, the following .functional
is used as an inner product between stored field profiles (e,h) and the mode
.
profiles e,h-) of various diffractionorders (12):

where z is the direction of propagation and A is a plane normal to i , This way the inseltion efficiency into the Yd
band of a square lattice photonic clystal of lattice constant 0 = 0 . 4 7 is~ shown
~
to be enhanced from 9% to 84%
with an MLG composed of 19 rows of 40 nm holes and a separation d = 1 . 2 4 between
~
rows. We also show that
the 0’ diffraction order is essentially reflected at the interfacc fmm the MLG to the PPC and that the 1“ order is^
essentially transmitted (figure 3).
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Fig. 2. Setup of the compwidnal domain. me interface is along x, y is the out-of-plane direction and z i s the direclion of
propagation. Blwh boundary condilions are imposed along x so BS to effectively simulate an idmite PPC in the Xdirection. Probes are regularly spaced along the direction of propagation.
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Fig. 3. Simulation RsUI~S. The black curve shows the power contained in the original slab mod? (O* diffraclion order), the
blue curve shows the power conlained in the higher diffraction orders 1 and -1. The green curve shows the power
contained in forward propagating slab modes and the red curye shows the power contained in backwards propagating slab
modes. (a) Interface between the slab (left) and the non mode-makhed PPC (right). Almost all the power is reflected at the
interface. @) Interface between the MIL3 (left) and the PPC (right). In the MLG the power is transferred from the 0”
diffraction order into the higher diffraction orden. There is a 84Y‘ transmission at the interface

In conclusion we have shown that by generating the higher order Fourier components of the Bloch mode, a multilayered grating composed of several rows of holes can be designed to operate mode matching between an
uupatterned slab and a planar photonic crystal. We have used an inner product to extract the intensities of all
diffraction orders from field profiles obtained by 3D FDTD inside the MLG and the PPC.
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